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Abstract. Undergraduates in computer science typically begin their curriculum 
with a programming course or sequence.  Many researchers found that most of 
the students who complete these courses, and even many who complete a 
degree, are not proficient programmers and produce code of low quality.  In this 
paper, we have addressed this problem by proposing a cultural shift in 
introductory programming courses.  The primary feature of our approach is that 
software testing is presented as an integral part of programming practice; 
specifically, a student who is to write a program will begin by writing a test 
suite.  Our initial results show that this approach can be successful. Teaching 
basic concepts how to test a program and writing test cases do not take much 
time, it helps beginning students to understand the requirements, and it helps 
them produce better-quality code. 

1   Introduction 

An industry survey [2] reported that more than 50% of a software project’s budget is 
spent on activities related to improving software quality. Industry leaders claimed that 
this is caused by the inadequate attention paid to software quality in the development 
phase.  Another multi-national, multi-institutional [1] assessment showed that 
students who completed one or two computer-programming classes’ on average 
scored only 22.89 out of 110 points on the general evaluation criteria. Universities in 
USA, Canada, and elsewhere found that 50% of students failed, withdrew or earned 
D-grades in introductory programming courses [3, 4]. These disappointing and 
alarming research results concluded that many students do not know how to program 
at the end of their introductory programming courses.  

In this paper, we have addressed this problem and proposed two different models 
for two introductory programming courses. Our initial finding shows that our 
approach can be successful. We run the experiment in the Department of Computer 
Science. In our first model, CS-I (Introduction to Java Programming) students write 
test cases as a prerequisite of writing programs. Students learn how to write test cases 
and how to test their own code. Students draw context diagrams, answer a few general 
questions, write test suites before writing code, and submit all these to the instructor. 
After writing code, students execute their test cases and submit test results and the test 
program with the main program. In our second model, CS-II (Data Structure using 
Java), students apply Test-driven Development (TDD) or test-first programming as a 
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software development and testing methodology. In TDD, one always writes test cases 
before adding new code. It promotes incremental development and gives students a 
great degree of confidence in the correctness of their code, helps them understand the 
requirements and design better, makes it easier to change requirements, and helps to 
build reusable code [5].  

2 Evaluation Procedure 

2.1   Teaching Software Testing 

In the CS-I classroom, we explained how to write test cases. We spent only 25 
minutes and showed one example of how to write test cases. Right after the 
presentation, we provided a similar problem and asked students’ to write test cases. 
More than 70% of the students came up with test cases. Of course, they did not know 
in detail about software testing or its different techniques.  

2.2   Measuring Program Quality  

In our experiment, the same instructor taught both section-I and section-II of CS-I 
class. We collected students’ projects for both sections. Section-I students did not 
follow our approaches. Section-II students followed our approaches and submitted 
test suites one week earlier than their final submission. We created a test suite 
following different testing techniques such as boundary value analysis and 
equivalence partitioning. We executed all test cases in all students’ programs in 
section-I and section-II. Executing a black box test suite, we found that our model-1 
was effective.  

2.3   Conducting Surveys and Interviews  

In our approach, students’ involvement plays a vital role. We conducted a pre-test and 
post-test survey of students’ understanding and achievement from the experiment. We 
took several in depth interviews to faculties who teach computer classes. 

3   Results  

In this paper, we have proposed two models in two introductory programming classes 
to improve software quality. Our approach is to make a cultural shift in teaching 
programming languages by making testing an integral part of programming practices. 
Students not only need to produce correct output but also needs to understand how to 
test their programs. In our opinion, if you know how to write the program then you 
better know how to test it and make sure that your program is doing what you 
expected to do.  
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We spent only 25 minutes teaching students how to write test cases,  and more 
than 70% of the students came up with test cases in the classroom. We collected 
students’ projects and measured the quality of the program by applying the same test 
suites to both sections’ code. Student feedback was very positive about our model.  

We have not completed the experiment in this semester yet. We will run the 
same experiment again in next semester. However, our initial finding shows 
significant improvements in students’ program quality. We found teaching basic 
concepts and terminology of software testing, does not take much time. Our approach 
helps students to understand the problem better. Students like testing their code and it 
boost their confidence.  

4 Conclusions 

In this paper, we proposed two different models for two introductory programming 
classes. In the first model, course CS-I students would get a preliminary idea about 
how to write test cases and test program. In our experiment, the same instructor 
teaches the same course in two different sections. We eliminated many factors that 
vary from instructor to instructor. One section instructor followed our model used 
testing as a prerequisite of writing code and other section did not. Keeping all factors 
the same, we measured how our model can play a role in improving programming 
quality.   

Our initial experimental result shows that our model can be successful. We found 
that our approach helps students to understand the problem and improves software 
quality. We also found that teaching basic concepts of software testing to beginner 
students does not take much time, and student feedback was very positive.  
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